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Siege of the Herdbase

INT: HERDBASE INTERIOR, MORNING

Running feet. A Herd Trooper looks around a corner, directly into the camera. He pumps his fist
in the air, the sign for his squad to get moving. More running.

CUT

Outside, forest

Running feet and crouching men. The Incursion group is hiding in the forest near the pillbox. 
One of them, a lieutenant, quietly talks into a radio handset: 

LIEUTENANT

Red Leader, we have reached Point Alpha. No sign of bogies.

CUT

Command post on the other side of the installation

A thin man in a general's rank replies: 

GENERAL

Copy Red Leader, here Beaver Actual. Hunker down. We're rolling on the front door.

(waves someone else ahead urgently)

Proceed in five minutes!

(looks at his wristwatch)

Repeat, proceed in five minutes!

CUT

Forest near pillbox 

A disturbed blackbird flees, chittering loudly.

LIEUTENANT

Copy, Beaver Actual.

(Looks after the bird)

Proceeding in five. Over.

CUT

Herdbase interior
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Still more running; a squad of Banshees gets in position near the main gate. They are armed 
with Tempests. 

THE CAMERA MOVES OUT THROUGH A WINDOW

to show the advance of EUFOR tanks. Three remote controlled light tanks followed by two main 
battle tanks equipped with bulldozer blades slowly move up the valley toward the main gate. 
Infantry is moving up from cover to cover.

CUT

Entrance hall

ESPERANZA is alone in the wide hall and talking into a handset. 

ESPERANZA

Scorpion, here Mother Goose. Report.

CUT

Herdbase exterior

Banshees are hiding near the cliff and watching the Incursion group. One of them signals to 
NKOYO, who is up on the cliff: Ten fingers, then again five.

NKOYO

(quietly, into handset)

Scorpion. Bulls on parade.

CUT

Entrance hall

ESPERANZA

Copy, Scorpion. Showtime.

(she sighs)

Line A, report.

CUT

CHEN near a window, noise of approaching tanks

JIAO

(into handset)

Nice fat targets, Mother Goose.

(She motions for the others to stay in cover.)

CUT

Entrance hall

ESPERANZA

Copy, Line A. Your show.
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CUT

Front door

In the windows, tetrapod energy shields are going up. The drones' MG towers scan, but find no 
target. One of the MBTs is stopping and aiming its cannon at the installation's concrete wall. 

CUT AND SWEEP

Inside

A Trooper with a grenade launcher nods to a Commando, who opens a hatch. Two Troopers fire 
their grenade launchers at the tanks, three scrambler grenades each. Another launches smoke 
grenades. The hatch is quickly dropped again.

THE CAMERA IS OUTSIDE

The grenades go off, scrambling all three of the drones which begin to malfunction; one shuts 
down, one drives in circles, the third opens fire at one of the MBTs. The other MBT fires at the 
wall to create a breach. Smoke is beginning to cover the scene. 

CUT

Morrigan hoverturrets materialize in front of the tanks. They begin to fire their rockets into the 
smoke. One of the drones explodes. The wall breaks at another shot from the MBT. One of the 
large tanks, the one that fired, rolls toward the breach. The other is incapacitated and under 
attack by its own drone as well as the Morrigans and drives off track.

CUT

CHEN's Banshees fire their Tempest rifles from the window, then immediately take cover again. 
The unlucky MBT is hit by a full volley of energy beams and explodes. Another drone explodes. 
Thick smoke is everywhere. 

CUT

Forest near pillbox. 

The Incursion group lieutenant is signaling his squad to move when suddenly, NKOYO's 
Banshees are upon them. Some Tempests are fired from the cliff, other Banshees fire from 
behind the pillbox. Half the men are mowed down, the rest scatter in all directions. Several of 
them are running towards the road. NKOYO is signalling orders. 

CUT

Infantry in cover halfway up the valley toward the front door.

The sound of Morrigans and Tempest rifles as well as assault rifles close by.

SOLDIER

(panicked, into a handset)

Beaver Actual, here Beaver. We're getting murdered out here!

CUT

Command post

GENERAL

Say again, Beaver. Objective status?
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SOLDIER

Target objective negative! Charlie Foxtrot! Need suppression!

GENERAL

 Say again, say again. (no reply.) Fuck.

(He looks at his watch, then flicks a switch on his radio.)

Beaver Two, Beaver Actual. Come in!

CUT

Inside the tunnel

Several MBTs are waiting in there with engines running. It's very loud, the noise of tanks fills 
the tunnel. 

TANK COMMANDER 

(via radio)

Beaver Two, ready to roll. 

CUT

Herdbase, storage room

CUTTER and his men are exiting the connection from the tunnel. One of them cranks a 
detonator, then looks up. CUTTER nods. The Trooper presses the button.

CUT

Tunnel

Explosive charges go off in a sequence of flashes. The tunnel collapses. 

CUT

Storage room.

CUTTER

(in a cloud of dust, coughing)

Mother Goose, Axiom. Pipe down.

CUT

Entrace hall

The remaining MBT crashes through the breach and falls about five meters, coming to rest on its
snout. It is immobilized. The tracks move helplessly.

ESPERANZA

Roger, Axiom. Stand by.

She gets up from her hiding place and fires her Tempest at the MBT. It catches fire.

ESPERANZA

Good job, Axiom, Line A, hold position. Scorpion, over.
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CUT

Outside

Part of the Incursion group are running along a roof. The Herd flag is flying above the tower. 
The sound of an approaching helicopter. 

NKOYO

Mother Goose, Scorpion. A-OK. Handful of runners. Over. 

(Another Banshee signals her: Threat from above.)

Mother Goose, Mother Goose. Good wave, good wave.

The Banshees run for cover. 

CAMERA SWEEP

A helicopter appears, heading for the helipad area.

PILOT

(via radio)

Beaver Actual, Black Rose. I see no MBTs. Over.

GENERAL

(via radio)

Black Rose, say again. No MBTs?

PILOT

Beaver Actual, I repeat, I see no MBTs. Come in.

GENERAL

Impossible!

ESPERANZA steps out of the main back entrance onto the platform. We see her from behind as 
she faces the helicopter. The Tempest rifle is in her hand.

CUT

PILOT

What's that?

CUT

ESPERANZA raises the Tempest and fires. The gunship is hit by several more beams and falls. 

CUT

It crashes into the road, the rotor smashing into the dirt and breaking. It explodes. 

CUT

Command post

FEMALE SOLDIER

Sir?
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GENERAL

(incredulous)

Plan B.

CUT

Herdbase exterior, outdoors. 

The base is hit by an extended artillery bombardment.

 FADE TO BLACK
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